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COVID-19: from disease to quality of life.
People who have been hospitalized by a corona infection (COVID-19) often come out of the hospital severely weakened. Muscle loss, damaged lungs, IC trauma, require an intensive recovery program. SPRINT
partners Lode, ProCare and Relitech make an important contribution to the rehabilitation process towards a new quality of life. Read their story in this
COVID-19 special edition of the SPRINT newsletter.

The Groningen COVID-19 Rehab-website
is making headlines worldwide

Monitoring lung function of
COVID-19 patient in the home
environment
Exercise tests that measure lung function give a
good indication of the energy management
(metabolism) in our body. ‘Pulmonary function
measurements are important to determine the
energy load of people in a recovery or working
environment,’ says Ronald van Doorn, Technology manager of the Nijkerk-based company Relitech. Lung function excersize tests are now
mainly measured in a lab environment using
mouth masks for measuring. But innovation is
right at the gate.

In early April 2020, SPRINT partners Lode and ProCare launched its brand
new website COVID-19 Rehab. The website is an intriguing interplay of multidisciplinary knowledge where science, industry and healthcare come together to jointly find solutions for the medical and mental consequences caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. ‘Our aim is to accelerate healthcare innovation by sharing knowledge,’ Paul Mulder says. Paul is a Senior Business Development Specialist at Lode Holding B.V., the parent company that includes
the subsidiaries Lode and ProCare. Sharing knowledge worldwide of the importance of patient mobility during and after hospitalization, for example.
Patients who stay in an Intensive Care Unit for a long time lose body
weight, muscle strength and size of muscle tissue due to immobility.
‘And less muscle mass makes rehabilitation more difficult,’ stresses
the Groningen business developer. Monitoring muscle strength is
therefore essential on the way to a successful recovery, continues
Mulder. The Groningen-based Lode and ProCare companies have the knowledge
and facilities to monitor the fitness of corona patients during the entire recovery
process in real time. Based on that information, the rehabilitation process can be
adjusted. Paul: ‘We deliver customized health care service.’
In cooperation with UMCG, Relitech technology
company is designing within Research Center of Excellence SPRINT a smart and mobile energetic head
set that can monitor lung function in the home or
rehabilitation environment or at the workplace.
‘Our energetic headset enables home diagnostics,
making it ideal for monitoring people recovering
from COVID-19 infections,’ says Ronald van Doorn.
Knowledge exchange from continent to continent
Besides exchanging professional knowledge, the COVID-19 Rehab website offers
actual information about protocols and publications on rehabilitation health care.
The exchange of knowledge focuses specifically on 4 stages of recovery care: IC
care, COVID-19 care, Rehabilitation care and 1st line Rehabilitation care. The website now draws hundreds of independent page views per day, worldwide. And this
sharing of knowledge will only increase, Mulder expects: ‘Recently, we have updated the website with seminars and webinars about COVID-19.’
In which corona-related subjects are health care workers mostly interested?
‘That is mainly a geographical question,’ Paul Mulder analyzes: ‘The Asia continent
is particularly interested in how to organize aftercare for patients who have now
been cured from the virus. The course of the disease has progressed there. In the
Netherlands, the main question now is how to organize rehabilitation care for
COVID-19 patients within the 1.5 meter social distancing society.’ #
For more info, go to the website: www.covid-19rehab.nl
Are you eager to share knowledge via the COVID-19 Rehab-network, feel welcome to
contact Paul Mulder: pmulder@umaco.nl #
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Smart sensors
The principle of the mobile energetic headset is
simple and a handy. The user is fitted with a kind of
microphone in front of the mouth. It is equipped
with unique sensors that can measure the oxygen
uptake and CO2 production during daily use in real
time. Ronald adds: ’Based on the data generated, a
personalized energy endurance schedule can be
tailored to optimize work performance or rehabilitation.’ Relitech has over 30 years of experience in
developing smart equipment for lung function monitoring.
Bringing the headset to the market
Currently, the design of the energetic headset is in
the proof-of-concept phase. It is urgent to bring
the product to the market, because the demand
from rehabilitation environment is growing. Ronald
van Doorn is optimistic and enthusiastic: ‘I am hopeful that we can start clinical tests after the summer. In any case, the design and state-of-the-art
technology are already available.’ #
Contact
For more information, feel welcome to contact the
SPRINT management: c.c.roossien@umcg.nl
For more information on Relitech services, please
go to the website: www.relitech.nl

